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The Ossau Valley tourist office
Place de l’hôtel de Ville – 64 260 Arudy
Tél. 00 33 (0)5 59 05 77 11 
www.valleedossau-tourisme.com

The  Eaux-Bonnes Gourette 
tourist office
Maison de Gourette - 64 440 Gourette
Tél. 00 33 (0)5 59 05 12 17
Jardin Darralde – 64 440 Eaux-Bonnes
Tél. 00 33 (0)5 59 05 33 08 
www.gourette.com

The Laruns Artoust tourist office  
Maison de la vallée d’Ossau – 64 440 Laruns
Tél. 00 33 (0)5 59 05 31 41 
The “Info Montagne Centre“ / Tél 00 33 (0)5 59 05 48 94 
(Information on leisure and outdoor 
activities and bookings)
Maison de Fabrèges – 64 440 Artouste
Tél. 00 33 (0)5 59 05 34 00
Booking stays and activities online : 
reservation.ossau-pyrenees.com
www.ossau-pyrenees.com

The Pourtalet tourist office 
Franco-spanish border - 64 440 Col du Pourtalet 
Tél. 00 34 974 99 70 00 / turismo@espalet.eu   

Maison du Parc National des Pyrénées 
Avenue de la Gare – 64 440 Laruns
Tél. 00 33 (0)5 59 05 41 59
 www.pyrenees-parcnational.fr
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   alley

Tourist
           information
www.valleedossau-tourisme.com

Ossau
The



37km

35km

  The 
   Hillside circuit

RÉBÉNACQ > BUZY > BESCAT > SÉVIGNACQ-MEYRACQ 
>  LYS > RÉBÉNACQ 

35km

Arudy (Alt.410 m) 
k The cradle of prehistory: the Magdalenians, horse and deer 
hunters some 13,500 years ago, lived in caves in the surrounding 
hills. The Maison d’Ossau, once the 17th century lay abbey, houses 
collections of discoveries and relates the history of the valley. 
The Saint-Germain church that was refurbished in the 16th century. 
At the heart of the village: the small dwellings of noblemen, 
craftsmen and shopkeepers. A wealth of architectural decorations 
using the grey marble of Arudy and of the Ossau valley. The old 
wash house with its characteristic shape (posts) which, during the 
19th century, was used to clean animal pelts. All the appeal of Arudy 
can be discovered through the various discovery trails. Guided tours 
in summer. A host of events. Contact the Tourist Office. 
Close by, the Lazerque massif (accessed through the Laus hut, the 
Bager road – D 918- ). Follow the trails on foot or on mountain bikes.  
" From Arudy, travel towards Pau and up to the Sévignacq crossroads. At the 
traffic lights, take the first road on the right (D 232) to Sainte-Colome.  

Sainte-Colome  (Alt.520 m) 
k One of the oldest villages in Bearn. A castle erected in the foothills 
(13th and 14th centuries, partly ruins) : a medieval fortress that 
guarded the valley. The classified church of Saint-Sylvestre (15th 
and 16th centuries) located on the “cami dou seignou” (GR®78, the 
Piedmont Way). The church is surrounded by houses featuring refined 
architectural decoration (cartouches, keystones, lintels). The discovery 
trail (document available free of charge from tourist offices). 
" Continue along the D 323 towards Lys. Views over the foothills, hillsides and 
Bearn farms. After 7 km, leave this road and proceed towards Mifaget. Then turn 
immediately right onto the Caillau road which drops down to the RD 35.  
Along this section of municipal road (part of the Lys municipality), 
you will see a chestnut tree whose magnificent girth makes it one of 
the biggest trees in the Pyrenees-Atlantiques. Close by (2 km away), 
the church of Mifaget (commenced in the 12th century). Its crypt. 
" Turn right at the D 35 crossroads. After passing through Pédestarrès, turn 
left towards Pédéhourat (2 km).

Pédestarrès-Pédéhourat
(Alt.350 m/405 m) 
The two Louvie-Juzon hamlets at the foot of the Rey Mountain. The 
old forge and charcoal burner (18th century) route crosses this 
massif.  Iron ore was carried by mules from Les Eschartès to the 
forges at Beon and Louvie-Soubiron. This iron was mainly used to 
produce cannonballs. 
Two restaurants at Pédéhourat. Walks starting from the hamlet 
include the Cami vielh which goes to the Port de Castet.
" Pick up the D 35 and follow it to the village of Louvie-Juzon.  

Louvie-Juzon (Alt.470 m) 
Once upon a time, one of the few places where the Gave d’Ossau 
River could be crossed, first using the ford and later over wood 
and stone bridges. The gothic church of Saint-Martin (15th and 
16th centuries): many outstanding elements (the 18th century red 
and gold organ case). Its bell tower is unique in Bearn: The steeple 
is finished off by an extremely elongated cone (29 metres). Every 
summer, a Classical Music Festival is held in the church. Visit the 
turf moor.  
"  Travel towards Laruns along the D 934. At the 3rd roundabout, leave the D 
934 and proceed towards the Castet lake natural area (car park).  

Espace naturel du lac de Castet 
(Alt.425 m) 
k This is a dedicated area that is characteristic of the river bank 
vegetation (“saligue”). H In summer, rowboats, kayaks, mountain 
bikes and donkeys can be hired from the lakeside house. Throughout 
the year, walk through the woodlands, along the river bank or on 
the landing stage leading to the lake (view over the Castet village). 
Important fishing site. 
" Rejoin the road to Pau (D 934). Before reaching the bridge that crosses 
the river, turn left towards the centre of Iseste. In this village, after passing 
the town hall, turn right into the rue du Moulin. Park in the car park on the 
banks of the river.   

Iseste (Alt.410 m) 
This village expanded around the church of Roman origins, the 14th 
century lay abbey (door with its crown bricks carved out of white 
marble and representing the signs of the zodiac) and the castle on 
its rocky outcrop (valley watch tower). The old stocks (1682) where 
the lord dispensed justice. The top of the stocks are hollowed, 
showing signs of the old rings to which prisoners were chained.
k The walk along the river can take you as far as the Arudy health 
trail tennis courts (the return trip takes 1 hour).  
" To reach Arudy, travel along the main road towards the north and turn 
right at the roundabout. 

  
ARUDY > SAINTE-COLOME > PÉDESTARRÈS 
PÉDÉHOURAT  > LOUVIE-JUZON  > ESPACE 
NATUREL DU LAC DE CASTET > ISESTE > ARUDY 

The
  Gave d’Ossau
           Left bank circuit

GÈRE-BÉLESTEN > BIELLE > BILHÈRES > PLATEAU DU  
BENOU > COL DE MARIE BLANQUE > GÈRE-BÉLESTEN

  

Gère-Bélesten  (Alt.460 m) 
" From Laruns, on the D 934, as you arrive at the old Monplaisir inn, turn 
right. 
The Monplaisir district used to have a racetrack where races were 
organised for hydrotherapy patients. Near the campsite, a pedes-
trian walkway over the Gave d’Ossau river leading to the village of 
Aste (the Moulaprat district). 
" Leaving Monplaisir, drive to the roundabout and take the exit towards 
Gère. The minor road runs alongside the main road before climbing to the 
West.  
The village of Gère can be found at the foot of the Plaa dou Soum 
(1,391 m) and opposite the cliffs of the Ossau Nature Reserve where 
vultures have their nests. A stronghold called « La Tour d’Ore » (13th 
century), the church of Saint-Orens, its bell tower with its helix sha-
ped oculus.  You can hike to the Esteret fountain (eponymous circuit, 
2 hours). 
" Drive northwards down the minor road to Bélesten. 
The church of Saint-Pierre in the Roman style (the painted wooden 
statue and altar piece). Above, woods and forests exploited for their 
timber for ship mast-making in the past. Rural barn district.  
« At the crossroads, turn left back to the Béon roundabout. Take the road 
going to Bielle. On arriving in the village, park on the place de la Mairie.  

Bielle (Alt.450 m) 
k A central town, for several centuries, Bielle enjoyed the privilege 
of being the valley’s administrative and legal capital city. Reporting 
to the viscounts of Bearn, Bielle retained its own laws and customs. 
Each village elected a representative (a “jurat”). The assembly res-
ponsible for governing the valley would meet in a room adjacent 
to the church where it would debate the community’s decisions. 
The various agreements were written in red ink and consigned to 
a 3-lock strongbox. 
The village was erected on the remains of a Roman town. In the 
Middle Ages, Bielle became a very important religious centre. The 
gothic church of Saint Vivien (15th century). The role played by 
Bielle in the history of the valley explains its wealth of architectural 
heritage. The discovery circuit.
Nearby (1.5 km away towards Pau) H the Castet  lake natural area 

 (Cfr the Foothills Circuit) 
" Leave Bielle travelling north. As you exit the village, take the left fork 
towards the Col de Marie Blanque (D 294). Go past the ceramic arts workshop 
and turn left. Drive up the minor road to the centre of the village of Bilhères.

Bilhères (Alt.650 m) 
b A village perched on a promontory (Alt. 650 m) with its steep 
lanes and astounding views over the bottom of the valley and the 
mountains. Old houses with fine 16th and 17th century doors and 
decorative keys. In the church of Saint-Jean-Baptiste, a carved and 
painted wooden canopy. An old road called the “Roman road” links 
this village with Bielle. 
"  Rejoin the D 294 by driving up to the Ourdos district. Turn left towards the 
Plateau du Benou. Park outside the Houndas chapel. 

Plateau du Benou (Alt.860 m)   
kThis is one of the prettiest pastoral plateaux in the valley with its 
barns and free-ranging herds. This is the starting point for a number 
of tracks: on foot, on horseback, mountain bike itineraries. Towards 
the north and the Lazerque peaks and Lous Couraus cromlechs 
that are evidence of Man’s presence here for thousands of years. 
Towards the south, the summits of Aran and of the Montagnon 
that reach altitudes of almost 2,000 metres. In winter, the Benou 
becomes a playground for sledging enthusiasts.  
On-site H Chevauchée pyrénéenne, Les chevaux du Benou (00 33 
(0)6 29 86 85 85) Equestrian activities (ponies, horses, donkeys) for 
the young and not so young. 
" Continue westwards on the D 294. The road crosses the plateau and climbs 
up to the Col de Marie Blanque. 

Col de Marie Blanque (Alt.1035m)  
A regular section of the Tour de France cycle race, it marks the pas-
sage between the Ossau and Aspe valleys. This name has also been 
given by shepherds to the Egyptian vulture (white plumage and 
black wing tips). The old ship mast builder route. Old rose marble 
quarries.
" Take the departmental road to drive back down to the valley. Outstanding 
viewpoints between Benou and Bielle. 

The foothills 
              circuit

BÉOST  > LOUVIE-SOUBIRON > ASTE > BÉON  > CASTET 
> PORT DE CASTET > BÉOST 

 

Béost  (Alt.520 m) 
kChurch (15th and 16th centuries) and castle (old lay abbey) of 
Roman origins located on the route to Santiago de Compostela. 
Fine old houses from the 17th and 18th centuries featuring typical 
architectural details, inscriptions and decorations (interpretation 
panels throughout the village).
" Drive towards the south (multi-leisure activities centre) and take the 
first road on the left towards Bagès (D 391). You can also cover the distance 
between Béost and Bagès on foot in 20 minutes by following the “Lou Cami 
Vielh” trail (the “Promenade des 3 villages” (3 villages Ramblers) Path).  

Bagès (Alt.660 m) 
b  Bagès was also the home of the famous 19th century botanical 
shepherd, Pierrine Gaston Sacaze. He produced a monumental 
Pyrenean herbal. The district houses a small chapel on a road rising 
to the east towards the green mountain. 
" Drop back down to Béost and drive through the village. At the campsite, 
turn right twice and drive towards Louvie-Soubiron (D 291). Park in the 
municipal car park on the right hand side. 

Louvie-Soubiron (Alt.600 m) 
A village erected on the slopes of the hillside. This municipality is 
special because of its very extensive territory, spreading from one 
valley to the next (Ossau Valley/Ouzom Valley) right to the limits 
of the Hautes-Pyrénées (Les Eschartès district). Old white marble 
quarries that used to be very famous (marble used to decorate the 
Concorde and the Madeleine in Paris, the castles of Fontainebleau 
and Versailles). The church (restored Roman apse, 18th century altar 
piece, frescoes and gallery). 
" From the village, turn left towards Listo. Drive up the hillside and park your 
car in the car park on the left hand side at the top. 
b The promontory is accessible 100 m away (telephone pylon) 
and offers a wonderful view of the bottom of the valley and the 
village of Laruns. kThere is a hiking path to Listo, a small quarter 
of typical pastoral barns (not marked out track, 2 hours return trip) 
inhabited by a goatherd. Once upon a time this track was followed 
by mules that carried iron extracted from the Ouzom mines to the 
Ossau forges. Another, shorter walk (1 hour): the quarry route.     
" Drive down the road to the crossroads. Turn right towards Aste-Béon 
(D 240), following the course of the Gave d’Ossau river. 

Aste (Alt.500 m) 
On the facade of the town hall, the emblem of the Valley can be 
seen alongside that of the village : the bear and the cow, symbols 
of pastoral life. k You can hike up to the Port d’Aste (2 hours return 
trip via the ancestral cobbled route that is accessed off the rue 
de la Mairie, not marked out), a very fine district with rural barns. 
The edge of the moraine is fringed by a row of some twenty huts.  
These barns were used as an intermediate stage between the plain 
and the mountain pastures. Cattle that were not involved in the 
transhumance remained there. Each hut had its own utilities: salting 
room, meadow and building... Aste has several mills, some of which 
have been restored. " Continue northwards on the D 240 to reach Béon.

Béon (Alt.450 m) 
Erstwhile fief of the viscounty of Bearn. An 18th century manor house 
(“domenjadure”). The church of Saint-Felix (18th century altar piece 
and paintings). Overlooking Béon, the limestone cliffs are home 
to a colony of Griffon Vultures and Egyptian Vultures. This is now a 
protected species. H “La Falaise aux Vautours“ museographic area. 
Direct pictures of nests, edutainment and educational features covering 
life on the mountain, a territory shared by shepherds and birds of prey.  
" Rejoin the route northwards towards Castet (beware, no signposting). On 
reaching this village, park in the car park located close to the town hall. Then, 
on foot, follow the signposts taking you to the church. 

Castet (Alt.435 m) 
b A very pretty village : The Roman church of Saint-Polycarpe 
(quarter sphere apse and vaulted nave, 11th century) and castle 
(12th and 13th centuries), the old lay abbey. It was half destroyed 
in 1450 but the keep remains. On the site now occupied by the 
cemetery, there used to be a medieval fortress guarding the 
territory. Panoramic viewpoint overlooking the lake, the mountains 
and the Pic du Midi d’Ossau.  
" Retrace your route (towards Béon). Having passed by the lake, turn left 
into the rue de la Houndaa and then right (rue du Port). A narrow, twisting 
road takes you up to Port de Castet.

Port de Castet (Alt.870 m) 
kThis very pretty plateau comprising pasture lands and forests is 
very similar to the Plateau du Bénou. The starting point for several 
rambles (on foot or mountain bikes) to the Jaüt massif, Port de Béon 
or the Col deus coigts.H  Donkey-back rides with Petit Pas, open all 
the year. By the hour, halfday, day or several days. Tales evenings. 
(00 33 (0)5 59 82 64 98 - 00 33 (0)6 95 81 65 93). 
" Retrace your route to return to the starting point. 

The Valentin
          valley circuit
ASSOUSTE  > EAUX-BONNES > AAS > GOURETTE 
>  COL D’AUBISQUE > LARUNS  

Assouste  (Alt.590 m) 
" Go back to Assouste via Béost (D 240)
b 12th century chapel, a little gem of Roman art: a quarter-
sphere apse with its very iconic cornice brackets, a full arch doorway 
(tympanum), capitals with interwoven motifs and cornice brackets 
supporting the entrance porch, one of which is reminiscent of a 
woman displaying her genitalia, a symbol of fertility. Guided tours 
in summer. 
k You can walk up to Aas along a pleasantly shaded track (1/2 hour 
return trip)  
" Drive back up the D 240. At the first intersection, ignore the old spa route 
on your right and continue towards Eaux-Bonnes. At the next intersection (D 
918), turn left and park alongside the Darralde Gardens.  

Eaux-Bonnes  (Alt.750 m) 
k This thermal spa resort has been known since the 16th century 
but only really took off from the 19th century when the Empress 
Eugenie of Montijo, wife of Napoleon III, made it her official resort. 
In her royal wake, she drew artists (Delacroix), poets and actors. 
The site is characteristic of the urban model for 19th century 
Pyrenean spa towns. The town has a wealth of architectural heritage 
dating back to the 2nd Empire (the old Hotel des Princes has been 
attributed to Haussman) as well as formal gardens laid out in the 
English style. Casino and spa establishment. The whole made even 
more attractive by pleasant walks (horizontal walk, the Empress 
walk, the Princes’ stroll etc.). Guided tours in summer. Contact the 
Tourist Office. 
H Forêt suspendue (00 33 (0)6 89 87 26 66) [The hanging forest] 
Behind the casino, an aerial treetop trail open to all visitors.    
" Go round the Darralde gardens and, leaving the route to Gourette on the 
right, take the next turning towards Aas. 

Aas  (Alt.765 m) 
b A little village clinging to the green mountain, a rural centre. 
The village of the whistlers: A whistling language, that has now 
disappeared, enabled the inhabitants to talk to each other from 
each side of the Valentin valley, over a distance of approximately 
2.5 km. Guided tours in summer. A panoramic viewpoint over the Ger 
massif (2,613 m) 
H Miellerie de la Montagne Verte (00 33 (0)5 59 05 34 94) Visit the 
little museum that charts the life of the honey bee. Discover the 
mountain honeys. Taste the products of the hive. Admission free.
" From the church, follow the minor road above the village towards the east 
(chemin de Pleysse) until you reach the Iscoo bridge. There, turn left towards 
Gourette (D 918). 
On the route to Gourette, an information table describing the 1983 
Pleysse landslide. A little further on, the beech tree waterfall below 
an old stone bridge.  

Gourette  (Alt.1350 m) 
A ski resort that became famous at the beginning of the 20th 
century. Originally, Gourette was the summer mountain pasture 
of the Aas shepherds. It was also a mining centre where ore was 
extracted from the Arre and Anglas mines for more than half a 
century. Following a major programme of works involving the ski 
areas and the urban centre, Gourette has now become one of the 
leading resorts in the Pyrenees. 
k You can take a splendid hike to the Anglas Lake along the heights 
of the Gourette corrie. (Following the GR®10, 4 hours). Remains of 
mining operations. 
" As you leave Gourette, continue along the D 918 to the col d’Aubisquee. 

Col d’Aubisque  (Alt.1709 m) 
k bA trip to the dizzying landscapes of the Col d’Aubisque is a 
must for all visitors: a panoramic view over the Gourette and Litor 
corries, especially from the Soum de Grum, the summit that can be 
reached on foot from the pass. It was the Empress Eugenie, who used 
to visit the Eaux-Bonnes spa resort, who was responsible for the 
construction of the “spa route” linking Argelès-Gazost to the Ossau 
valley. A mythical place crossed by the Tour de France cycle race. 
" Drive back down to Laruns on the D 918. 
Between Eaux-Bonnes and the ‘villa Caprice’ crossroads, enjoy the 
fine views over the glacial valley. The road is lined with age-old 
trees, in particular redwood trees

LARUNS > EAUX-CHAUDES > GABAS > BIOUS-ARTIGUES  
> ARTOUSTE > ANEOU > COL DU POURTALET > LARUNS 

Laruns  (Alt.525 m) 
It is through its annual festivities held on the 15th August, its costumes, 
songs and dances that Laruns provides us with one of the best and 
most faithful images of traditional Bearn. Beautiful 16th and 17th 
century houses with their inscriptions and architectural decorations 
featuring religious (the scallop shell of Santiago de Compostela) 
and trade (builder journeymen) motifs. Wash house and fountain. 
The church of Saint-Pierre: the white marble font, the 16th century 
sculpted stoup and classified bells dating back to 1465 and 1610. 
The Pon District: 16th and 17th century houses with window frames 
and bulls eye glass. Espalungue: a (privately owned) castle that once 
belonged to Aramis, the musketeer. 
Laruns is the 3rd biggest municipality on mainland France (covering 
almost 26,000 hectares) and extends from the Geteu district to the 
Franco-Spanish border. This includes the 8,000 hectares of the 
Pyrenean National Park in the Ossau valley. 
" As you leave Laruns, travel towards Spain on the D 934. Drive through the 
Hourat gorges to Eaux-Chaudes. 

Eaux-Chaudes  (Alt.675 m) 
A thermal spa known since the 16th century. It provides treatments 
for ORL, respiratory tract, rheumatology disorders and, more recently, 
fibromyalgia.  Seven springs rise in the vicinity of the spa establishment 
(sulphur, sodium, calcium and silicate). The Church of Sainte-Trinité : a 
painting by the 16th century Flemish school (crucifixion). 
Nearby : the village of Goust. A 1-1/2 hour round trip on foot from the 
thermal baths, following the “Tour de la Vallée d’Ossau” signposts. A 
charming hamlet erected on a plateau at an altitude of 850 metres. En 
route, the Pont d’enfer waterfall.  
" Continue southwards to the Gabas hamlet.    

Gabas  (Alt.1 025 m) 
Gabas used to be a stopping place for the pilgrims visiting Santiago 
de Compostela who took refuge at the hostel, an establishment that 
formed part of the old Sainte-Christine-du-Somport hospital in Spain. 
All the remains today is the classified 12th century chapel. Gabas is 
also known for its cheese salting rooms.  
" A few bends further on outside Gabas, take a right turn towards Bious-
Artigues (D 231, road closed during the winter months). 

Bious-Artigues  (Alt.1 420 m) 
k Etymologically meaning “the bears’ clearing”, Bious-Artigues is 
one of the gateways into the National Park. The lake, which takes 
approximately one hour to walk around, is overshadowed by the Pic 
du Midi d’Ossau. Beyond, several excursions are possible along the 
GR®10 and in the Pyrenean National Park, especially towards the 
Ayous lakes. H Les chevaux du lac (00 33 (0)6 76 34 06 12) Donkeys 
and ponies for the little ones. Horses and mules for the grown-ups. 
Catering.Canadian canoes also available for hire here. (00 33 (0)6 40 
33 08 10)
" Return to Gabas. At the crossroads, follow the D 934 to the right towards 
Spain. Having driven by an impressive dam and along the banks of the Fabrèges 
Lake, turn left towards the Artouste reso

Artouste  (Alt.1 250 m) 
Fabrèges is an integrated architecture village blending the traditional 
and the new. A winter sports resort particularly focusing on the new 
ski, surf and snow sports. A skiing area surrounded by splendid and 
varied sites opposite the Pic du Midi d’Ossau. In summer, Adventure 
Park, mountain kart, trail and mountain biking. 
H Le Train d’Artouste (00 33 (0)892 430 440) An excursion that cannot 
be missed. Ride the Little Artouste Train on the highest tourist rail track 
in Europe (at an altitude of 2,000 m). Travelling through exceptional 
natural landscapes (the valley of Soussoueou), it will take you to the 
Artouste Lake. Excursion time : 4 hours.
" Take the D 934 to go back to the crossroads and turn left.  Go beyond Pont de 
Camps. You are now in the Pyrenean National Park. 
You will drive through outstanding scenery by following the course of 
the Brousset, tempting you to frequent stops along the way. Numerous 
walks have their starting points on both sides of the valley. 
" At 1 km from the border, park in the angle car park on the left of the road 
(the Aneou plateau). 

Cirque d’Aneou  (Alt.1 700 m) 
k The centre of Ossau pastoral life, at the foot of the Pic du Midi 
d’Ossau, this site is also frequented by chamois. Panoramic viewpoints. 
Walks and hikes. Snow based activities in winter (snow shoe treks and 
cross country skiing).  
"Return to your car to drive the final kilometre up to the summit of the 
Pourtalet mountain pass. 

Col du Pourtalet  (Alt.1 790 m) 
The tourist route from France to Spain, from the Ossau Valley to the 
Tena Valley (Formigal, Lanuza, Sabiñánigo etc.). Many “ventas” or 
shops immediately beyond the frontier.   
"Retrace your route to return to Laruns. k A gentle stroll or a walk – round trip of at least ½ hour

b  A pretty viewpoint   H A children’s activity
" Whenever you need to use your car to move around. 
 

Rébénacq   (Alt. 290 m) 
k A bastide town founded in 1347. This very pretty village has grown 
around its historic centre (place de la Bielle, 100 metres distance 
from the Town Hall).  It pleasantly lines the banks of the Néez (wash 
houses) and can be discovered through its walks (1 to 1-1/2 hours). 
Guided tours available in summer. Outside the village, the « l’œil 
du Néez » is the natural groundwater source that is harnessed to 
provide the town of Pau with water.
"  From Rébénacq, cross the D 934 and follow the D 936 westward as it rises 
towards Belair. After 3 km, you come to the Croix de Buzy crossroads.

Croix de Buzy (Alt.450 m) 
k  Ramble (mountain bikes available) along the thousand year old 
transhumance track that used to be travelled by herds when moving 
between the pastures on the plain and the summer grazing in the 
Ossau valley.   It will take you to the village of Bescat, 4 km away.  A 
pretty view over the Pyrenean foothills and the Pic du Midi d’Ossau.   
"  To the south-west, drive down the Prat Coye route for one mile (Take 
care, the road is very narrow). At the next intersection, take the chemin de 
Depart on the right. 

2 chemin de Départ HFerme découverte Les Jardins d’Ossau (00 33 
(0)5 59 21 05 71) A discovery walk through a turf moor (carnivorous 
plants etc.). Pick your own red fruits in summer. Jams, fruits and 
honey for sale. Picture framing workshop. Admission free. 
"  Carry on towards the west. At the next intersection (Route de Castède, D 
34), turn left towards Buzy. At the stop sign, take the left fork (D 920) and then 
the right fork towards the camp site. 

Buzy (Alt.380 m) 
k The village has significant water-based heritage (wash houses, 
fountains, water troughs etc.) derived from the importance of its 
flocks in the past. The Saint-Saturnin church and its white marble 
recumbent effigy (16th century). 
"  Place du Prat, cross the stream and drive up the rue Casamayou on 
the right. At the top of the street, you will see the little Burguet chapel. Go 
towards the Gave d’Ossau River which can be reached 3 km further on at the 
end of a minor road.
There, you will find a number of places where you can reach the 
banks of this 48 km long waterway, the veritable backbone of the 
Valley and the Fario Trout paradise. 
"  Drive back the way you came until you reach Buzy. At the village, take 
the D 920 on the right. 2 km further on (Neolithic Dolmen), turn left towards 
Bescat (D 232). At the next crossroads, turn left twice (towards the church).

Bescat (Alt.420 m) 
k b This minor road that can also be followed on foot, climbs 
up the glacial moraine from which you will discover a very fine 
viewpoint over the Arudy basin, the mountain foothills and Bescat, 
a pretty village set out in a circular pattern. Near the cemetery, you 
will see a geological information table. The Saint-Lizier church (17th 
century), located on the route to Santiago de Compostela (GR®78, 
route through the foothills).  

H Ferme découverte De Badie [Activity farm] (00 33 (0)5 59 21 05 90 
/ 00 33 (0)6 88 68 37 71) Visit the sheep fold, the milking parlour and 
the cheese-making rooms. Try and buy pure ewes’ milk cheeses. 
Admission free.
"  From the church, drive down the rue du Bourg. After the Town Hall, 
turn left towards Sévignacq (D 232). On reaching the village, park near the 
Monument to the dead. 

Sévignacq-Meyracq (Alt.470 m) 
b  The castle, an earlier 17th century lay abbey in the Renaissance 
style, is said to have been built over an ancient hill (castera) that 
guarded the valley. The 17th century church of Saint-Pierre backs on 
to the castle. It can be accessed via a road found 100m further west.  
The view overlooks the Arudy amphitheatre formed in the past by 
the Ossau glacier. 
"  Drive back eastwards to the traffic lights. Cross the D 934 and go slightly 
left into the D 287 to Lys. The 9 km road runs through rural countryside that is 
typical of the Pyrenean foothills. Fine views over the Rey Mountain (1,349 m), 
the first Pyrenean foothills encountered when you come from Pau

Lys (Alt.340 m) 
Until 1858, Lys was a hamlet attached to Sainte-Colome. Bearn 
houses and ancient noble dwellings. Its rural church. The village 
has a court where a game of Bearn origins, ninepin skittles, is 
played. It is also home to one of the two calandretas or bilingual 
language schools in the Ossau Valley (the other being in Beost).     
"  From Lys, take the outward road and rejoin the D 287. Turn left. 4 km 
further on, take the Couloumat road (D 389) which goes to Rébénacq. To the 
west, a view of the Pic de Rébénacq where there is an aggregates quarry. 

40km 32km

The 
Gave d’Ossau
      Right bank circuit

38km 70km

The upper 

  Ossau valley
                  circuit

To know more about it
Les Jardins d’Ossau
Buzy (2 chemin de Départ) / 00 33 (0)5 59 21 05 71
•  Pick your own fruit (blueberries, redcurrants and blackberries on 

the farm) from july to the beginning of august, every day from 9 
a.m. to 12.30 p.m. and from 2 p.m. to 7 p.m. Jams, fruits, vegetables 
and honey for sale.

• Picture framing workshop.
•  Discover an exceptional natural environment with the very special 
flora and fauna found on a peat moor (sphagnum moss, carnivorous 
plants, sundew plants) grazed by a few highland cows..

Musée d’Ossau 
Arudy (rue de l’église) / 00 33 (0)5 59 05 61 71 / www.museearudy.com
A member of the Musées de France network. The Ossau valley 
museum of archaeology and ethnography. Permanent exhibition on 
the National Park, geology, the major glacial fauna and prehistoric 
cultures. Traditional woodworking, marble crafts, rural activities and 
traditional costumes. Temporary exhibitions, video room. 
> Adult : 5 € / Children (6 to 16 years): 3 €
> Adult groups (10 to 30 persons): 50 €
> Child groups (10 to 30 persons): 30 €

Espace naturel du Lac de Castet 
Bielle, D934 (Route de Pau), Quartier Ayguelade / 00 33 (0)5 59 84 68 77
•  Centre for walking and discovering the middle of the “saligue” 

(the river bank vegetation).
• Many water-based family and school activities.
• Some catering available on site. Events.
• For hire : : Rowboat 9/15 €, Kayak/paddle 7/11 €,  Donkey 8/14 €,  
Kart 5/10 €, MTB 7/25€, orienteering 8/15€

Falaise aux vautours  
Aste-Béon / 00 33 (0)5 59 82 65 49 / www.falaise-aux-vautours.com
Museum and graphics space dedicated to the discovery of the 
largest birds of prey found in the Pyrenees: The Griffon Vulture, 
the Egyptian Vulture and the Bearded Vulture. Vultures can 
be observed direct and also on a giant screen. “Le cinéma des 
vautours” (The vultures’ cinema): an unusual and virtual film 
screening. An edutainment and learning trail covering 400 m² with 
12 areas to be discovered.
> Adult: 6 € > Child (5 to 15 years): 4 €
> Family ticket (2 adults and 2 children): 18 €
> Free for children of less than 5 years of age
> Group rates for parties of 20 or more people

Maison du Parc national des Pyrénées
Laruns (Avenue de la gare) / 00 33 (0)5 59 05 41 59 
www.pyrenees-parcnational.fr
• Information on the Ossau Valley National Park (8,000 ha)
• Exhibitions, conferences, screenings, events, shop

Laruns Aventures
Laruns / 00 33 (0)7 85 92 69 88 / larunsaventures@gmail.com  
15 ziplines in the Hourat gorges.  18€ (adult), 13€ (child must be at 
least 1,40m tail). Open from the end of june to the end of october. 
Several departures a day, by reservation

Forêt suspendue
Eaux-Bonnes / 00 33 (0)6 89 87 26 66
Treetop route open to all visitors, many and diverse installations 
providing 3 hours of powerful sensations as you move through 
the trees.
• The owl (“chouette”) trail (for those over 4 years of age): 12 €. 
Group (more than 10 children): 8 €. Family ticket (more than 3 
people): 10 €.
• The “sensation” trail (you must be at least 1.20 m tall): 18 €. Group 
(more than 15 people): 15 €. Family ticket (more than 3 people): 
17 €.
• The dizzying heights (“vertige”) trail (you must be at least 1.45 m 
tall): 21 €. Group (more than 15 people): 18 €. Family ticket (more 
than 3 people): 20 €.

Miellerie de la Montagne verte 
Village d’Aas, Eaux-Bonnes /00 33 (0)5 59 05 34 94 /   
lamielleriedelamontagneverte.com
Discover the fascinating world of bees in the village of Aas, at the 
foot of Green Mountain. Free visit of about 1 hour, to a beekeeper-
grower. Video, display room, glass beehive, exhibition of old 
beehives, tasting of different honeys and derivatives

Train d’Artouste 
Station d’Artouste / 00 33 (0)892 430 440 / www.artouste.fr
Take a ride on the little train at a 6600 feet altitude to the Artouste 
Lake (journey lasts 4 hours). Open from May 21st to October 4th
Rates : Adult 25€ / Child (4 to 12 years) 18 €/Family rates 
• Low season (05/21 to 07/03 and 08/31 to 10/04) : 10h to 15h, 
departure on every hour
• High season (07/04 to 08/30) : 9h to 17h, departure on every half 
and hour 
• Trail resort, adventure park, mountain kart, mountain biking.
 

Parcours d’interprétation patrimoine   
www.valleedossau-tourisme.com 
OT Vallée d’Ossau : 00 33 (0)5 59 05 77 11 /OT Eaux-Bonnes : 00 33 
(0)5 59 05 33 08  / OT Laruns : 00 33 (0)5 59 05 31 41.
This route invites you to discover the heritage and ossaloise 
culture through a network of interpretive signs, reading tables 
and orientation (31 sites). Each site has a heritage discovery and 
is conducive to the ride.  Some villages also offer fun circuits, 
thematic or audioguided available on mobile “Ossau Valley” 
(Downloading on App Store and Google play)


